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Weight-Based Dosing in Children

One factor contributing to many pediatric medication errors is that dosages of
medications often require calculations based upon the weight of the patient. The fact that
a calculation must be done predisposes to both simple arithmetic errors and to decimal
point errors (see, for example, our September 2011 What's New in the Patient Safety
World column “Dose Rounding in Pediatrics”).
A recent study looked at an intervention designed to reduce the likelihood of errors in
weight-based dosing (Larose 2017). Larose and colleagues compared two strategies in a
simulation exercise among residents rotating in the pediatric emergency department. One
group of residents used a reference book providing weight-based precalculated doses.
The other (control) group used a card providing milligram-per-kilogram doses.
They found that the clinical aid providing precalculated medication doses was not
associated with a decrease in overall prescribing error rates but was highly associated
with a lower risk of 10-fold error for bolus medications and for medications
administered by continuous infusion.
Of course, the other big issue in calculating weight-based pediatric medication dosages is
having an accurate weight and one that uses the appropriate units.
According to the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), half of all U.S. hospitals do
not weigh and record in kilograms, according to an emergency readiness assessment
(Korioth 2016). That simple initiative (requiring all weights be in kilograms) can prevent
drug-dosing errors. There has been an updated AAP-endorsed statement from the
Emergency Nurses Association (ENA) calling for use of kilograms in the ED (ENA
2016, Wyckoff 2017). An error that originates in the ED can follow the patient
throughout a hospital visit.
The ENA position statement recommends:
 Patient weights should be measured, recorded and displayed in a prominent place
in the medical record in kilograms only.
 Multiple types of scales should be available in the emergency setting, all
configured to record weights in kilograms only.









For patients under age 18 years, clinical decision support features should be used
to compare weight with expected weight (such as based on growth charts) and
provide real-time alerts whether under-dose or over-dose is suspected.
Electronic medical records (EMRs) should allow for weight entries only in
kilograms.
Institutions should consider integrating digital scales with the EMR to eliminate
or reduce the need for data entry.
The patient’s actual weight is considered part of the mandatory nursing
assessment, is taken at each visit, and is repeated as warranted in response to
changes in the patient’s condition unless life-threatening circumstances do not
allow it.
The patient’s weight in kilograms should be included on all prescriptions.
The patient’s weight in kilograms should be included in all inter- and intradisciplinary patient hand-offs.

Lastly, don’t forget that one of the unintended consequences of healthcare information
technology is that a single error can be propagated into multiple other errors. The classic
error is inputting an incorrect patient weight into a dedicated field in an electronic
medical record. That erroneous patient weight may then be used to calculate doses of
those medications that use weight-based dosing. This error probably most often happens
when the weight is input in pounds when the EMR is expecting the weight in kilograms.
There are also instances where a patient’s height and weight have been transposed in the
EMR. The other time it occurs is when the weight put into that field is an estimated
weight that turns out to be incorrect or when the weight field is not updated after a
significant gain or loss of weight. Good EMR’s do two things:
1. When a weight is input into a dedicated field the EMR will prompt for input in
kilograms or it will ask whether the input weight is in pounds or kilograms and
make the appropriate adjustment.
2. After a certain period of time (eg. 2-3 weeks) the EMR may prompt the user to
adjust the weight if significant change has taken place.
What safety mechanisms do you have in place to ensure capture of correct weights?
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